Autumn Newsletter 2018

Rambling on the GDT Reserves

by Matthew Dowse (formerly with SDNPA)

This year I led (but mostly tried to keep up with) a group of 17 disabled ramblers on a route east from the Cocking Hill car park,
along the South Downs Way to the Graffham Down Trust’s Nature Reserves. The incentive behind this ramble was to test the
recently improved access to the reserves. The South Downs National Park Authority (SDNPA) have been working with the
Graffham Down Trust over the past year to replace two stiles with gates, and remove the bays from four other kissing gates
across the site. This has made the reserves more accessible to users of electric mobility vehicles, adults with children in buggies,
and anyone else for whom stiles present an impediment to accessing the countryside. We were fortunate to have good weather
and the route along the South Downs Way provided the opportunity to take in some spectacular views, along with showcasing
the recent fencing work at Heyshott Cross Dykes, which has secured the future management of the scheduled monument.
Our arrival at the Graffham Down reserves did not disappoint. Shortly before the first reserve, a tree pipit was heard singing
from a nearby beech tree. The meadows of the reserves themselves were filled with flowering common spotted orchids, yellow
rattle and valerian, with a host of butterflies including gatekeeper, speckled wood, and even a pearl bordered fritillary, recently
released onto the reserves as part of Butterfly Conservation’s Fritillaries for the Future Project.
Spending four hours with the group also gave me the opportunity to hear about the challenges of access for disabled ramblers,
and how a single piece of poorly thought out or installed furniture can ruin an otherwise accessible route – understandably
causing much frustration. I’ve come away with several suggestions of furniture to replace or amend to ameliorate this situation.
Overall the group seemed very pleased with the route, and the opportunity to access the reserves and get a close look at the
wildlife they support. There were several positive comments about this being a ‘proper’ ramble; it seems that some of the
surfaced routes on the urban fringe are a bit tame for this bunch. I was certainly impressed by how intrepid they were, fixing
punctures on the site of the South Downs Way to allow the ramble to continue.
Hopefully the next stage of this work will be to remove the bays from the remaining kissing gates on the Graffham Down
reserves to make the entire network of the site more accessible, and promote it as one of our ‘Miles Without Stiles’ routes.
There may then be opportunities to look for more accessible routes in the area, possible in the large woodland blocks of
Carlton Forest and West Dean Woods.
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Bees and Wasps on Graffham Down
Mike Edwards from the Murray Downland trust offered to carry out a
survey of insects in the reserves during the summer months. Here he
gives us a tiny taster of the many species he found.
There are many more species which will be reported from Graffham
Down when the full survey report is completed. The management of the
reserves is a very valuable investment of time by all the Trust's
volunteers; this survey will increase the knowledge of the wildlife which
benefits from this effort.

Mike Edwards
During 2018 I have been, expertly aided by Matthew Sennitt,
investigating the Graffham Down Trust Reserves for insects. With all the
current focus on bees I thought it useful to highlight a few of the bee
species which we found during the year, together with some information
about their life-history.
Even from this tiny snap-shot it will be clear that focussing on just the Honeybee misses the vast majority of our
British wild bee fauna. These have life-histories just as fascinating and complicated as their domestic cousin - even if
they do not produce the honey we humans like to eat.

Osmia bicolor
This very distinctive black and red bee was most frequent in
Dimmer where the rough vegetation at the south-facing
interface with the woodland provided many old snail shells in
warm situations. Why snail shells - because this is where the
female bee, on her own, makes her nest. She chews up plant
leaves
to
make a paste
and uses this
to divide the
spiral tube of
the shell into
single
cells
where she puts a lump of pollen moistened with nectar and lays an
egg, one to each cell. When the shell is full she covers the shell
with small bits of twig and grass. These are very much longer than
Osmia bicolor disguised nest
the bee herself

Melitta tricincta
Most wild bees dig holes in the ground and make their nests
here, hence mining bees. Almost all are solitary, just one
female making the nest and provisioning it with pollen and
nectar. Some bee species visit many different flowers to forage
for their nest, others just flowers from one plant family.
Melitta tricincta is one of these, using the flowers of Red
Bartsia Odontites verna only.
(Continued on next page)
Melitta tricincta female on Red Bartsia
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Hylaeus dilatatus
This tiny bee (female shown here on a house-leek in my
garden) is one of the most complex species. Instead of carrying
her pollen back to the nest on her legs where it may get
dislodged, she eats it, mixed with nectar. She stores it in her
crop and regurgitates the mix directly into the cell. This cell
has previously been waterproofed by the female plastering the
walls with a clear cellophane-like material which she makes,
using her tongue to spread it over the walls. As she has no
need of the special pollen carrying hairs of most other bees,
she is almost hairless, and looks more like a small black wasp.
This reference to wasps gives me an introduction to this
closely related group of insects, represented in most people's
minds by the social Jaspers humans love to hate, even though they are a fantastic free pest control system as they
feed their young on cut up caterpillars and flies. The main difference between bees and wasps is what they feed their
larvae on, with the carnivorous wasps considered to have given rise to the vegetarian bees.
Cerceris rybyensis
Most wasps prey on a small group of other insects, paralysing
their prey before putting it into their nest cells where the wasp
grub has fresh meat. Even the bees are not spared; this Cerceris
rybyensis catches small mining bees which form the food for
her larvae, down in their subterranean nest.

Female Cerceris rybyensis

The Annual Picnic 2018

The Picnic this year was a great success. Thirty-two of us, led by Michael
Blencowe, had a treat in store. A plethora of butterflies were found
including Marbled White, both Dark-green and Silver-washed Fritillary and
five Purple Emperors. The day was particularly warm, so the moth traps
were opened in the shade of a Yew tree. A staggering number of moths,
over two hundred, were counted including the rare Olive Crescent as well
as Privet and Poplar Hawkmoths.
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The butterflies of Graffham Down This Year
Every year transects are carried out on all the reserves, recording the
number of each species of butterfly we see, as part of the UK butterfly
Dingy Skipper
monitoring scheme. This scheme encompasses the whole of Britain and
gives scientific backing to
the health of Britain’s
butterfly
populations.
Monitoring our results can
be used in a similar way. In
this year of four quarters, or
seasons as the nonfootballers call them, we might have expected the cold extended
winter to spoil the chances of spring butterflies and the hot dry
summer to help the summer populations. However, the spring
skippers had a slightly
better year than average
nationally and did even
better on Graffham
Down. Small and not
brightly coloured they
are easily overlooked,
but they are a good
indicator of the warm
sparsely
vegetated
Grizzled Skipper
habitat of the type we’re trying to encourage on Graffham Down.
Those species, often found in gardens, such as Red Admiral,
Peacock, Painted Lady and Comma fared badly nationally, and this
was reflected on Graffham Down. The once common, but now
scarcely seen Small Tortoiseshell was unrecorded in a transect
count on the Down after a better year in 2017. In contrast the
Whites had a bumper year, both on the Down and nationally. The
Browns fared slightly worse than last year, though this may be a
reflection of the hot summer speeding up their life cycle.

A big winner this year was the Common Blue, with a large increase
nationally and on Graffham Down. The continued increase in this
species on the Down is partly due to population rises in the newer
reserves of Patterson and Dimmer.
(Continued on next page)
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Special mention this year must go to the five Purple Emperors that entertained the July picnic crowd, the Brown
Argus butterflies that baffled the transect workers and a lone Green Hairstreak. The latter has not been recorded on
the reserves since 2008.

Green Hairstreak

Brown Argus recognised by its two
colon spots on the underside of
the hind wing. Not easy to see!

Dormice, Drab Looper and the Pearl-bordered Fritillary
Our winter conservation tasks for the last two years have concentrated
on regenerating our old hazel coppice areas largely for the benefit of
our flourishing dormouse population. In addition, a large east-west ride
was created by Butterfly Conservation to benefit the rare Drab Looper
moth found on Graffham Down. However, the woodland glades and
rides that this work produced also enabled us to be included in a project
to boost the Pearl-bordered Fritillary in Sussex.
Butterfly Conservation set up the three-year project ‘Fritillaries for the
Future’ with funding from the Heritage Lottery Fund, after experts
recorded a sustained drop in the number of sightings coming in across
the county. The Pearl-bordered Fritillary was once common and
widespread in Sussex, but new data confirmed that the Pearl-bordered
Fritillary had undergone a 72% decline in numbers across the whole
country since 1976.
The Fritillaries for the Future project plans to restore a healthy population of
this butterfly to extensive parts of the Sussex landscape. It is hoped this can
be achieved by improving woodland habitats and re-introducing captive-bred
butterflies to suitable areas, including Graffham Down. The caterpillars of this
species feed on violets, which flourish shortly after an area of woodland has
been cleared or coppiced. The old country name for the Pearl-bordered
Fritillary was ‘The Woodman’s Friend’, referring to its habit of following the
charcoal burners and hurdle makers around the wood, as new clearings were
created every year. The historical decline in traditional woodland
management practices led to a greatly reduced amount of suitable habitat.
Adult Pearl-bordered Fritillary butterflies were introduced into Graffham
Down in the spring and Neil Hulme noted that on another release site he was
encouraged to see so many females being immediately paired by free-flying
males. Six Pearl-bordered Fritillaries were seen on Graffham Down during Michael Blencowe’s butterfly walk on May
27th. so it is hoped that together with the good summer weather and further improvements made in the habitat by
our volunteers in the coming winter, the species will prosper. The continued active management of the woodland
will also help a wide range of other insects, birds and animals that all thrive when sunlight can reach the woodland
floor, bringing renewed health and vibrancy to the reserves.
This article was compiled using the Butterfly Conservation website.
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Plans for 2018/19 Work Parties season
Summer months, with the help of winter grazing by badger face sheep and mechanisation are the times to enjoy
the weather and wildlife. 2018 has been a great summer and the efforts of the winter work parties are truly
paying dividends.
Sunday October the 21st sees the start of the 2018/19 work party season. There is much to be done and lots of
help needed!!!! The main objectives for the work parties are to:




Conduct general maintenance of existing insect corridors and woodland rides.
Remove pinch points in the network of glades and rides to help the successful establishment of the
Pearl Bordered Fritillary after last year’s introduction.
Open up an access ride and coppice a third of a hectare in hazelnut rich woodland to, in the short term
provide new breeding ground for the Pearl Bordered Fritillary and in the longer term fresh habitat for
our hazel dormice population.

The work involved will be varied, physical, social, rewarding (in spirit, tea, coffee and cake) and immensely
satisfying.
General Maintenance of corridors, woodland rides and clearance of pinch points will involve a mixture of cutting
down 3-5 year old regrowth, clearing pre-felled trees and include a bonfire.
On different days, volunteers with brush-cutters will be sought to cut some areas that our tractor –
cutter/collector combo could not tackle and then to clear up the resulting brash.
Opening up of an access ride and coppicing will require teams of qualified volunteers/contractors to fell around
0.5 hectares of woodland. Work parties will then sort the resulting wood and brash (including bonfires) in
preparation of the regrowth in the spring.
All help is welcome including:







Volunteers on work party days (see below).
Volunteers with 4x4 vehicles to provide lifts up to and down from the top.
Volunteers to bake the fuel of volunteers (cake and biscuits).
Volunteers with brush cutters and experience of using them.
Volunteers with chain saws and certificates of training in chain saw use.
Volunteers who just want to help by being there and providing encouragement.

Work parties meet at St. Giles Church in Graffham at 9:45am. The aim is to have transportation up to the reserves.
You will need a pair of gloves, strong shoes or boots and warm clothing.

Mark your Calendars for
These Work Party Dates!

Please email jimkirke@hotmail.com if you would like more information and/or if you plan to come along so that he
can arrange transportation.
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